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Figure 2. Completing the engine run-up, and Hercules gains airspeed for takeoff from the ice runway at McMurdo.

Despite more stringent ceiling, visibility, and surface definition requirements, science and inland station support operations were carried out very close to planned schedules.
Beardmore Camp was opened on schedule on 26 October as
well as South Pole Station and Byrd Surface Camp on 1
November. Siple Coast Camps, remote camps at Upstream and
Crary Ice Rise, were delayed in opening by 8 days due to
weather but quickly regained scheduled operations. Two openfield fuel caches to support Beardmore Camp helicopter operations were delayed by 2 weeks until helicopters could locate
suitable locations.
Although Siple Station opened on schedule on 4 November, it
soon became the notable exception to planned operations. The
originally programmed 550 flight hours to support Siple Station
were exceeded by 44 hours, despite the fact that severe weather
at the station precluded dependable regularly scheduled
launches. The squadron's almost heroic around-the-clock
efforts to resupply the station became affectionately known as
"the Siple Airlift."
On 29 October, a squadron LC-130 carried out a dramatic
medical evacuation mission to the sea ice off Davis Station, an
Australian base where no aircraft had ever landed before. Tasked to move a severely burned station employee, the aircraft
launched in less than 2 hours from notification. Although the
victim did not survive, the superlative efforts of the aircrew and
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A magnetic search was carried out between 9 and 19 January
1986 in the vicinity of Byrd surface camp (80°S 120°E). The goal
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medical team earned international praise as a gesture of good
will and cooperation among Antarctic Treaty countries.
Due to a delay in supply ship arrival and off-load, scheduled
inland station closing was delayed for from 2 days to 1 week.
Intracontinental flights were completed on 18 February with the
final flight to South Pole Station. Turnaround flights to close
McMurdo Station commenced on 19 February and were completed on 28 February. Redeployment of squadron aircraft to
Point Mugu was completed on 5 March 1986.
Moving over 9 million pounds of material, including 3,924
passengers in 4,009 flight hours, VXE-6 "Hercules" aircraft and
aircrews delivered more "pounds per flight hour" than ever
before, setting a new standard of efficienc y in support of the
USA Antarctic Program.
The combined efforts of LC-130 and UH-IN operations produced 5,856.7 flight hours in support of the 1985-1986 antarctic
program. This level of effort has been exceeded only twice in the
31-year history of antarctic air operations and clearly demonstrated the maximum use of available human and material resources. These achievements notwithstanding, the most significant lesson learned this season was that there is a need for
precise advanced planning and communication in the future
execution of air operations in the harsh and demanding antarctic environment (figure 3).

Figure 3. Three UH-IN Iroquois helicopters flew 820 hours at the
Beardmore remote camp, located high in the Transantarctic
Mountains.

of the search was to locate two surveyed (i.e., scrapped) LGP-D8
caterpillar tractors buried beneath drifting snow. These venerable bulldozers had been used since the heyday of scientific
operations at Byrd Station during the early 1960's. Because of the
present replacement value of these D-8 tractors, it was considered economical to locate and repair them.
A detailed study of the surface camp archives revealed that
the two D-8's, painted red and black and dubbed Betty and
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Bertha, respectively, had been parked on a fuel berm across a
taxiway from the surface camp at the conclusions of the DF-68
(i.e., Deep Freeze season September 1967 to February 1968)
through DF-73 field seasons. The red D-8 was successfully
excavated during austral summer 1977-1978 and, with
makeshift repairs to one track, driven back to camp. At the end
of this season several pieces of equipment were stored on top of
the red D-8 "it being the highest point in camp." No mention is
made of either of the D-8's in subsequent camp reports.
The present Byrd surface camp consists of movable modular
quarters located on a roughly circular mound of snow centered
approximately 850 meters true west of the now-buried north
entrance to the M-1 tunnel of new Byrd Station (old Byrd Station, the International Geophysical Year surface camp, is located
approximately 11 kilometers to the true northeast). The only
structures of new Byrd Station still visible at the surface are the
aurora tower, the balloon tower, a drilling tower, and several
antenna towers located to the true southeast of the station.
Directly true west of new Byrd Station is an elongated mound of
snow approximately 300 meters true north-south by 150 meters
true east-west and about 6 meters in height. This feature is
labeled "Byrd Mountain" on the old station maps and is presumably the result of the original excavations at new Byrd
Station.
Since no landmarks remained from the 1977-1978 austral
summer and earlier surface camps, we surveyed from the balloon tower at new Byrd Station to the mapped position of the
DF-73 navigation dome, positioning this surface camp at the
windward slope of the present (austral summer 1985-1986)
Byrd surface camp mound. It then became obvious that this
snow mound was indeed the result of nearly 20 seasons of
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This project was designed to develop methods for improving
roadways and runways in Antarctica. Good snow roads and
airstrips are vital logistically to support the scientific activities in
Antarctica, and their construction has attracted attention on an
international scale (Averyanov et al. 1985). To observe the problems encountered in the snow roadway construction and maintenance during the austral summer season and to collect relevant data, we visited Antarctica for 11 days in January 1986. The
data collection included Rammsonde hardness profiles at selected sites on the roadways between McMurdo Station and
Williams Airfield; at Williams Field skiway; and at South Pole
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drifting around a succession of surface camps. The magnetic
search of this vicinity delineated an anomaly of over 2,000
gammas with sufficient breadth to be significant. Drilling on the
anomaly with a SIPRE auger revealed a hard object at a depth of 5
meters. Unfortunately, no paint flecks, which might have given
an indication of the color of the buried object, could be observed
on the auger.
The magnetic search was then directed off the leeward side of
the mound where it was thought that a line of nearly buried
flags about 200 meters from the camp might have marked the
old taxiway. However, the snow surface was physically flat in
this area so that it was hard to believe that it could be covering a
bulldozer that had been parked on a berm; and, in fact, nothing
showed up magnetically until the leeward slope of the Byrd
surface mound. This magnetic anomaly of nearly 4,000 gammas
was sharper than the previous anomaly. The SIPRE auger hit
something at just over 2 meters depth, and this time brought up
flecks of black paint. Shortly after I left the Antarctic, a smaller
bulldozer pushed away the snow cover and revealed the black
D-8. Apparently, drifting snow around the fuel berm and supply lines along the former taxiway had helped form the leeward
side of the Byrd surface camp mound. The confirmation of this
anomaly makes it nearly certain that the other anomaly marks
the position of the red D-8, because the magnetic signatures of
the anomalies are similar, and the relative positions agree with
the old camp diagrams.
I would like to thank Lt. Cmdr. Peter Check for logistical
support at McMurdo Station. Lt. Herve Kopciak and Capt. John
Zehmer accompanied me to Byrd surface camp and were invaluable help in the field. All of the personnel at Byrd surface camp
were helpful and friendly.

Station skiway, taxiway, and construction sites. These data are
complemented by Clegg Impact Device data taken at McMurdo
Station. To investigate a possible correlation between Rammsonde hardness data and prevailing snow characteristics, snowpit data (which consisted of profiles of temperature, density,
stratification, grain size, and metamorphic state to the depth of
approximately 80 centimeters) were taken near the sites of
Rammsonde measurements.
In support of this project, an independent study was conducted by Robert L. Brown of Montana State University which
was aimed at developing a suitable binder-snow mix and a
method to process snow for higher compacted strength. At the
same time, a field test was conducted in Houghton to try several
binder-snow mixes in situ. This field test complements the
laboratory work conducted by Brown.
Hardness profile. A typical Rammsonde profile of the McMurdo shuttle road is shown in figure 1. It shows a surface crust of
approximately 10 centimeters thickness and a hard layer below
40 centimeters. The Ramm values on the skiway were generally
considerably lower than those on the shuttle or the Delta Road.
The average of the center line values on the shuttle road was
larger than the values away from the center of the road. A
typical Rammsonde profile of the South Pole Station skiway is
shown in figure 2, in a different graphic representation than that
used for figure 1, superimposed to the hardness profile required for wheeled landing of KC-135. The present skiway
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